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JUDGMENT

The brief fact leading to the prosecution of above named accused person, 
is that on 26-06-09 at 09-30 pm the informant noticed a tempo van in front of Grocery 
shop  of  sri  Dilip  Baruah  at  Hatbor  which  was  loaded  with  some  pkts  of  rice.  On 
interrogation the driver of the Tempo van failed to produced the valid documents in 
support of the loaded rice. Then the Tempo was asked to bring the vehicle towards 
Jakhalabondha, instead the driver returned back the vehicle to Kaliabor tiniali.the vehicle 
was found standing on front of appointed retailer Lalit Baruah of Gomotha gaon. Then 
the informant went to police station at Kaliabor keeping his peon Tulsi Konwar there at 
the spot. Police came and recovered the packets of rice from the zimma of the accused .

 
 Seen the offence  report.  A case was registered by sub inspector food 

and civil supply and after investigation submitted offence report  u/s 7(1)&(2) of the 
EC Act, 1955 by investigating officer . 

The  accused  persons,  in  response  to  the  process  issued  to  them, 
appeared before the court. Particulars of offences u/s 7(1)&(2) of the EC Act, 1955 
are read over and explained to the  accused to which  pleaded not guilty and claimed to 
be tried, after copies were handed over and taking evidence before charge , hearing 
both sides.

The  prosecution  side  has  examined  seven witnesses  in  support  of  its 
case. The statement u/s 313CrPC is  recorded .The defense case is  total  denial  and 
adduced no witness on their behalf.. Heard arguments of both sides.

(i) Whether the accused persons committed offence u/s 7(1) & (2) of EC 
Act?

To arrive at a just decision on the points referred above, let the evidence 
on the record be examined. The prosecution side, to establish the culpability of the 
accused, WITNESSES have to be examined :

I have gone through the same carefully.

THE POINTS FOR DETERMINATIONS

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF



Pw1, the informant stated that on that day he saw a tempo van loaded with bags of rice  
and on enquiry found some anomalies and asked to bring the tempo to Jakhalabondha . 
then the accused  had driven the tempo towards Kuwaritol and when the complainant 
asked to stop the tempo then the accused were involved in pulling and pushing with 
pw1. After that the accused started to replace the bags of rice from the tempo and left 
the place on motor bike.

In cross he stated that at that time it was dark.

Pw2, Mukut Hazarika ,stated that on that when he was returning from jakhalabondha he 
accused Lalit Baruah approached me for hire. Initially he refused and at last he agreed 
to brought some articles.  Accordingly he brought 20 bags of  articles by hos Tempo 
towards Jakhalabondha.

The pw3,Tulsi Konwar, in his deposition stated that on that day at about 9-45 pm the 
complainant called him to the place of occurrence and after reaching he saw that the 
accused  and  the  complainant  were  involved  in  pulling  and  pushing.  After  that  the 
accused brought down the alleged bag of rice to some other place.

Pw4, Kartik Biswas, stated in his deposition that he signed on the Seizure list. He stated 
that 14 bages of rice has been seized from outside of the shop premises of accused Lali 
Baruah’s control shop.

Pw5, Dhaniram Borah, stated that getting information from Kartik Biswas he came to the 
spot and informant gave him zimma Of the seized 14 bags rice.

In cross he stated that he did not know what was written in Ext2.

Pw6, Amrit Kr Borah said that on that day hearing hulla he came out and saw many 
people on the spot. 

Pw7, Dhirendra Barman, stated that what happened about seized 6/7 bags of rice , he 
did not know.

Upon careful consideration of evidences in record and various other aspects of the case 
it appears that prosecution has examine as many as 7 witnesses in support of this case. 
I found many contradictions among the witnesses. Complainant said that 20 bags has 
been detected. But other witnesses including seizure witnesses said that it was 14 bags 
of rice. Also 14 bags of rice has been seized from out side of the shop premises.. It 
appears many contradictions between the evidences before court and statement before 
police. Also it appears from evidences that the place where the informant claimed to 
make his inspection was not under his jurisdiction. 

Defence relied on 2013(5)GLR 679 ; 1996(2) GLR 79; 2004 CRL LJ 3957.



Prosecution  totally  failed  to  establish  the  charges  against  the  accused  beyond  all  
reasonable doubts.. Hence the ingredients of charges  u/s  7(1) & (2) of EC Act  are not 
attracted.

 
                                           
                                             
                                                            ORDER

                     In view of the foregoing discussions and evidence on record , the 
accused persons namely  Dilip K Boruah,  Debo Kt Boruah ,Hiren Baruah,  Lalit 
Baruah, are therefore acquitted of the charge  u/s   7(1) & (2) of EC Act and set at 
liberty forthwith. Bail bonds shall extend upto six months from today.  

             Dictated under the seal of the court and bearing my signature on 09-03-15
    

(PRANAB SARMA, AJS)
Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class
Kaliabor,Nagaon

 



Appendix

Name of prosecution witness:

Pw1 : Dilip K Borah
Pw2 : Mukut Hazarika 
Pw3 : Tulsi Konwar
Pw4 : Kartik Biswas
Pw5 : Dhaniram Borah
Pw6 :  Amrit Kr Borah
Pw7 : Dhirendra Barman

Name of defence witnesses:

None

Exhibits:
Ext1 seizure list
Ext3 zimma nama
Ext2 zimma nama
Ext8 FIR
Ext10 detailed report
Ext Ka declaration
Ext 11 order
Ext4 disposal of seized articles
Ext 5 order
Ext 6 order
Ext15 offence report
Ext 9 offence report

Ext2 sketch map
Ext3 charge sheet

  


